
Hockey a Game of Puck Possession and Puck Control  

Use of Pressure Tactics  

It is important to understand that hockey is a puck possession game. The team that 
controls the puck the most in a hockey game generally spends less time in their own 
end of the rink and more time advancing the puck and attacking the opponent with 
speed, player movement and puck movement. The team that takes the puck to the net 
the most generally wins the game. 

In the defensive zone it is important to know when to play defence and when to play 
offence. Equally important, is the ability to recognize opportunities to apply pressure 
against your opponent to win races to loose pucks and win puck battles. The best teams 
have a strategy to win puck battles because their goal is to win the puck possession 
game. The best teams don't leave puck recovery battles to chance.  At TLPF we call 
these opportunities "pressure triggers” -  the times in a hockey game when pressure 
must be applied by individuals and the group (unit on the ice) effectively to win the puck 
possession game. 

In the latest TLPF Post we share a video of the Anaheim Ducks executing a pressure 
offensive tactic known as  dump-in play with the intention of winning the race to the 
loose puck to gain puck control and set up offensively to attack the net from below the 
goal line. In the short clip, the Ducks are successful because the defensive team does 
not respond to a pressure offensive tactic with a pressure defensive tactic (response). 
Instead the Avalanche set up a passive zone defence in the strong side corner. The 
Avalanche do not pressure up as a group (pressure tactic) on the puck and win the puck 
recovery and control battle in the strong side corner. The Ducks on the other hand 
execute a set play from the corner to score off the dump and take advantage of soft 
defensive play. 

The dump and chase play in hockey has become a common offensive pressure tactic 
and necessity because teams are defending the neutral zone better to prevent the carry 
of the puck into the offensive zone to attack the net off the rush or set up down low in 
the zone. The last place a good team turns the puck over is in the neutral zone (area 
between the face off circles at both ends of the ice surface) for fear of the counter 
attack. So, with the right defensive pressure in the neutral zone good teams without a 
passing or carry-in option will execute a soft dump-in or hard rim with a set recovery 
play and plan to be executed - both are offensive "pressure" plays. 



We recommend every team has a defensive pressure play response to the dump-in to 
provide the best opportunity for the defensive team to recover the puck, gain control and 
exit the zone. To be successful defensively against an offensive pressure tactic - the 
defensive response must be to play with pressure.  

On a dump-in play in competitive minor hockey you usually see the defensive team fail 
to respond with pressure. These teams will send D1(strong side) into the corner by him/
herself with D1(weak side) to stand alone in front of the net to guard the net zone. The 
Centre is usually late arriving into the zone and not supporting D1 in the corner, the 
Wingers don't come down low enough to provide support to the puck battle in the 
corner. The result, most teams struggle to exit the zone and end up unnecessary time 
and energy defending and chasing in the defensive zone versus applying pressure 
properly, regaining puck control and exiting the zone. 

We at TLFP would like to create an awareness for a change in thinking about defensive 
zone play. Let's look at supporting the puck defensively by outnumbering on the puck on 
the strong side corner, getting five in the box to win the puck recovery and control game. 
Let’s play man coverage instead of zone with five in the box below the hash marks. 
Let’s play pressure against pressure and never get outnumbered on the puck! 

The Head Coach has the responsibility of not getting out coached. The Head 
Coach has the responsibility to have a game plan that gives his/her team the best 
chance of being successful in game competition. The offensive tactic of 
outnumbering or overloading on the strong side to win puck battles and advance the 
puck by isolating on a defender(s) and playing two against one or three against two is 
simply just good coaching. The defensive coach has the option of applying the same 
tactic (outnumbering/overloading) to defend. At THINK LESS PLAY FASTER we say 
always outnumber never outnumbered. Play as much man coverage as you can get 
away with in all three zones and outnumber as often as you can.  

A well coached team will practice a puck recovery plan in all three zones at even 
strength five against five. A sound defensive team will practice a defensive tactic to 
counter the offensive pressure dump-in to ensure puck possession and exit of the zone 
strong side and possibly other exit play options. 

At TLPF we encourage every coach to teach and coach the pressure game. Hockey is a 
game of time and space so the application of pressure tactics will be successful when 
executed properly.  Just as important is the fact the players on your team will be 
developing better individual hockey skills by playing faster and thinking less.
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